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Image of crystals of ATP



The life of a cell depends on the chemical interactions and reactions
Life first arose in water environment, constituting 70-80% by weight of 

most cells. 
Small molecules (7%): water, ions
Macromolecules (13-23%):  protein, DNA, RNA,..

Hydrophilic: 親水性 (water liking)
Hydrophobic : 厭水性 (water fearing)
Amphipathic: 兩性

Polysaccharide chains on the 
surface of cellulose visualized by 
atomic force microscopy



Chemistry of life: four key concepts

Molecular complementarity (互補) 

Chemical equilibrium

Chemical building blocks

Chemical energy





Monomer              polymer 



forward

reverse



Covalent bonds and non-covalent interactions 



Covalent bonds form by the sharing of electrons



Covalent bonds 共價鍵

Formed when two different atoms 
share electrons in the outer 
atomic orbitals (軌道)

Each atom can make a 
characteristic number of bonds 
(e.g., carbon is able to form 4 
covalent bonds)

Covalent bonds in biological 
systems are typically single 
(one shared electron pair) or 
double (two shared electron 
pairs) bonds

Covalent bonds are much stronger 
and more stable than non- 
covalent interactions



Asymmetric carbon atom: a carbon atom bonded to four  dissimilar atoms or 
groups in a nonplanar configuration is said to be asymmertic.

Asymmetric carbon atoms are present in most biological 
molecules

Carbon atoms that are bound to four different atoms or groups are said to 
be asymmetric 

The bonds formed by an asymmetric carbon can be arranged in two 
different mirror images (stereoisomers) of each other

Stereoisomers are either right-handed or left-handed and typically have 
completely different biological activities (such as L-amino acid)

Asymmetric carbons are key features of amino acids and carbohydrates



Geometry(幾何學) of bonds when carbon is covalently linked to 
four or three other atoms



steroisomers

Chiral center

對稱中心
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Specifying Configuration: RS system   
L-amino acid  has S configuration
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I > Br > Cl > S > F > O > N > 13C > 12C > 3H > 2H > 1H



Stereochemistry

• Enzymes are 
capable of 
distinguishing 
between 
stereoisomers:



Stereoisomer is very important for drug potential

Antidepressant : Celexa 100 time than other 

Pain reliever: Darvon

Cough suppresant: Novard

Anesthetic : ketamine another geometry induced hallucinations ( 

幻覺) 

Drug vs. stereoisomer

S)-(-)-KETAMINE IS FOUR TIMES MORE POTENT THAN (R)-(-)-KETAMINE 
AND HAS LESS SIDE EFFECTS



Stereochemistry

• The properties of many drugs depends on their 
stereochemistry:
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(R)-ketamine
anesthetic hallucinogen





Relative energies of covalent bonds and noncovalent interactions

Convalent bonds are much stronger and more stable than non-covalent interaction



Non-covalent bonds

Several types: hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, van der Waals 
interactions, hydrophobic bonds

Non-covalent bonds require less energy to break than 
covalent bonds

The energy required to break noncovalent bonds is only 
slightly greater than the average kinetic energy of 
molecules at room temperature

Non-covalent bonds are required for maintaining the three- 
dimensional structure of many macromolecules and for 
stabilizing specific associations between macromolecules

Induced fit model, flexible structure



Ionic interactions are attractions between oppositely charged ions

Electrostatic interaction between water and a magnesium ion

Ionic bonds result from the attraction of a 
positively charged ion (cation) for a 
negatively charged ion (anion)

The atoms that form the bond have very 
different electronegativity values and 
the electron is completely transferred 
to the more electronegative atom

Ions in aqueous solutions are 
surrounded by water molecules, 
which interact via the end of the water 
dipole carrying the opposite charge of 
the ion

-

+



Electrostatic (靜電) interactions of oppositely charged ions of salt 
(NaCl) in crystals and aqueous solution



Electron are shared unequally in polar covalent bonds

Electronegativity(δ): An atom’s ability to attract an electron.
Non-polar: a bond between atoms with identical or similar 

electronegativity (C-C; C-H)
Polar: two atoms differ in their electronegativity, the bond between 

them is said to be polar. (Water, H2O)

Examples (Polar):Examples (Polar):
Glucose, ions, salts.Glucose, ions, salts.
Easily dissolved in water.Easily dissolved in water.
Easily moved through body.Easily moved through body.

Usually between two polar moleculesUsually between two polar molecules
Examples (Examples (NonpolarNonpolar):):

Lipids, Fats, OilsLipids, Fats, Oils
Most Most HydroCarbonsHydroCarbons (oil, etc.) (oil, etc.) 
(Not dissolve in H2O)(Not dissolve in H2O)



POLAR MOLECULEPOLAR MOLECULE
Slight Neg.Slight Neg.

Slight Pos.Slight Pos.

和整體的帶電性無關

Overall theOverall the
molecule hasmolecule has
a net neutrala net neutral
charge.charge.

瞬間

偶極



Hydrogen bonds determine water solubility of uncharged molecules

Hydrogen bonding of water with itself with other compounds
3-D conformation stable

局部負電性

Intra-molecular
Inter-molecular

Covalent bond

未共用之電子對

Weak bond .Weak bond .
Between electronegative atom of one molecule and the hydrogen Between electronegative atom of one molecule and the hydrogen 

atom of another that is already in a covalent bond.atom of another that is already in a covalent bond.



Van der waals interaction are caused y transient diploes
Week and non-specific 

Two oxygen molecules in van der waals

Distribution of bonding and outer 
nonbonding electrons in the peptide group

When two atoms approach each closely



The hydrophobic effect causes nonpolar molecules to 
adhere to one another

Nonpolar molecules (e.g., 
hydrocarbons) are insoluble 
in water and are termed 
hydrophobic

Since these molecules cannot 
form hydrogen bonds with 
water, it is energetically 
favorable for such 
molecules to interact with 
other hydrophobic 
molecules

This force that causes 
hydrophobic molecules to 
interact is termed a 
hydrophobic bond Lower entropy               high entropy

熵



Molecular complementarity permits tight, highly, specific 
binding of biomolecules



Multiple noncovalent bonds can confer binding specificity



The three most abundant biological marcomolecules ( all polymers)-protein, 
nucleic acid and polysaccharides.

Monomer → dehydroation reaction → polymer
Covalent bond between monomer molecules usually are formed by 

dehydration reactions (water molecule is lost).
Peptide bond → protein
Phosphodiester bond → nucleic acid
Glycosidic bond → polysaccharides



Phospholipids spontaneously assemble via multiple 
noncovalent interactions to form different structures in 

aqueous solutions
Hydrophilic with hydrophilic
Hydrophobic with hydrophobic



Amino acids differing only in their side chains compose proteins

20 amino acid (a.a.) Only glycine → symmetry 





5% cysteine, tryptophan, methionine
32% lysine, leucine, glutamic acid



S-S TURN



The formation of Disulfide bond 



Many proteins undergo chemical modification of amino acids residues 

20 amino acid → chemical 
modification →100 up

Acetylation: about 80% chemical 
modification

Phosphorylation: serine, threonine, 
tyrosine

Glycosylation: asparagine, serine, 
threonine

Hydroxylation: proline and lysine 
(ch19)

Methylation: membrane receptor
carboxylation

Mainly in actin

Mainly in prothrombin, an essential 
blood clotting factor

Mainly in collagen

4

Common modification of amino 
acids side chain side in protein



The amino group of the N-terminal residue, 80 % of all protein



Five different nucleotides are used to build nuclei acids

DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid
RNA: ribonucleic acid
The monomer-nucleotide build DNA and RNA

Common structure of nucleotides

要背起來



Chemical structure of the principal bases

DNA: ATCG
RNA: AUCG

要背起來





Nucleosides: combination of a base and a sugar without a phosphate
Nucleotides: are nucleosides that have1, 2 or 3 phosphate 

核苷 核苷酸



Most energy source

enzyme

epimerase

Chemical structure of hexoses (C6H12O6 )



Larger polysaccharides: has hundreds of monosaccharides
In animal cell, storage carbohydrate is glycogen
In plant cell, storage carbohydrate is strarch, unbranched form is 
amylose, light branched is amylopectin

Cellulose: cell walls (ch19), unbranched polymer glucose



Glycosidic bonds linking monosaccharides into 
polysaccharides;  hydroxyl group is important!!!
Therefore, one sugar can link many sugar.

Many complex polysaccharides contain modified sugars that 
covalently linked various group, is also called glycosaminoglycans 
(GAG) 



Monosaccharides joined by glycosidic bonds form linear branched 
polysaccharides

Formation of the disaccharides lactose and sucrose 



Phospholipids associated noncovalently to form the basic bilayer 
structure of biomembranes

Phospholipids are amphipathic 
molecules



Fatty acids are precursors for many cellular lipids

Two essential unsaturated FA: linoleic acid (18:2; 18:3), can not synthesis by self



Pack together tightly than unsaturated fatty acids.





Normal condition: unsaturated fatty acids has cis double bones
Trans fatty acids from catalytic processed for hydrogenation; 
moreover, saturated and trans fatty acids have similar physical 
properties.

Esterification (酯化): add fatty acid to other molecule 



Most common form of 
phopholipids, 
phosphogycerides, 
with two acyl groups 
attached to two of the 
hydroxyl groups of 
glycerol or formed to 

Three acyl gruops





Time dependence of the rate of chemical reaction



Chemical reactions in cells are at steady state



Dissociation constants of binding reactions reflect the affinity of 
interacting molecules

Kd: dissociation constants

Kd ↑ non-specific
↓

 
more specific





Spontaneously 
Need energy

吸能的生化反應



A reaction will take place spontaneously only if the total G of the products is less 
than that of reactants.
All chemical reactions→high energy transition state→ rate of reaction is inversely 
to G → So need enzyme for catalysts

Enzyme are highly efficient and specific catalysts



本章必考題:

1. 20個胺基酸結構,英文名,縮寫,特性

2. ATCGU
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